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1. Create Complex Passwords.  
 

We know you’ve heard it before, but creating strong, unique passwords for            

all your critical accounts really is the best way to keep your personal and              
financial information safe. This is especially true in the era of widespread            
corporate hacks, where one database breach can reveal tens of thousands           
of user passwords. If you reuse your passwords, a hacker can take the             
leaked data from one attack and use it to login to your other accounts. Our               
best advice: use a password manager to help you store and create strong             
passwords for all of your accounts. 

 

2. Be Careful What You Download 
 

A top goal of cybercriminals is to trick you into downloading malware —             

programs or apps that carry malware or try to steal information. This            
malware can be disguised as an app: anything from a popular game to             
something that checks traffic or the weather. As PCWorld advises, don't           
download apps that look suspicious or come from a site you don't trust. 

 

http://www.pconsite.co.nz/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ajm-AZODyn4
https://www.truekey.com/
http://www.pcworld.com/article/243782/five_tips_to_avoid_malware_in_mobile_apps.html
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3. Keep Personal Information Professional and Limited.  
 

These days, there are a lot of opportunities to share our personal            

information online. Just be cautious about what you share, particularly          
when it comes to your identity information. This can potentially be used to             
impersonate you, or guess your passwords and logins. 

 

 

 

4. Keep Your Antivirus Program Up To Date.  
 

Always be cautious about what you do online, which sites you visit, and             

what you share. Use comprehensive security software, and make sure to           
backup your data on a regular basis in case something goes wrong. By             
taking preventative measures, you can save yourself from headaches later          
on. 

 

 

 

https://www.eset.com/nz/home/smart-security-premium/
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5. Make Online Purchases From Secure Sites 
 

Any time you make a purchase online, you need to provide credit card or              

bank account information—just what cybercriminals are most eager to get          
their hands on. Only supply this information to sites that provide secure,            
encrypted connections. As Boston University notes, you can identify secure          
sites by looking for an address that starts with https: (the S stands for              
secure) rather than simply http: They may also be marked by a padlock             
icon next to the address bar. 

 

6. Be Careful What You Post 
 

The Internet does not have a delete key, as that young candidate in New 

Hampshire found out. Any comment or image you post online may stay 
online forever because removing the original (say, from Twitter) does not 
remove any copies that other people made. There is no way for you to 
"take back" a remark you wish you hadn't made, or get rid of that 
embarrassing selfie you took at a party. Don't put anything online that you 
wouldn't want your mom or a prospective employer to see. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bu.edu/infosec/howtos/how-to-identify-and-protect-yourself-from-an-unsafe-website/
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7. Click Smart.  
 

Now that you’ve put smart tech measures into place, make sure that you             

don’t invite danger with careless clicking. Many of today’s online threats are            
based on phishing or social engineering. This is when you are tricked into             
revealing personal or sensitive information for fraudulent purposes. Spam         
emails, phony “free” offers, click bait, online quizzes and more all use these             
tactics to entice you to click on dangerous links or give up your personal              
information. Always be wary of offers that sound too good to be true, or ask               
for too much information. 

 

 

8. Keep up to date.  

 

Keep all your software updated so you have the latest security patches.            

Turn on automatic updates so you don’t have to think about it, and make              
sure that your security software is set to run regular scans. 
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9. Lookout for the latest scams.  

 

Online threats are evolving all the time, so make sure you know what to              

look out for. Currently, “ransomware” is on the rise. This is when a hacker              
threatens to lock you out of all of your files unless you agree to pay a                
ransom. Stay on top of this and other threats by staying informed. 

 

10. Protect Your Mobile Life.  

 

Our mobile devices can be just as vulnerable to online threats as our             

laptops. In fact, mobile devices face new risks, such as risky apps and             
dangerous links sent by text message. Be careful where you click, don’t            
respond to messages from strangers, and only download apps from official           
app stores after reading other users’ reviews first. Make sure that your            
security software is enabled on your mobile, just like your computers and            
other devices. 

 

 

 

https://www.eset.com/int/ransomware/
https://www.cert.govt.nz/

